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Sampler Series Lecture
and Performance
Thursday
December 5, 2019

“The Cost of Revolution”
The Life and Death of
Richard St. George

Gather at Primitive Hall to hear
this exciting and unusual story of an
Irish officer in the British Army!
You e never heard of Richard St.
George? Neither had many of the
staff at the Museum of the
American Revolution until they
began to research their latest
exhibition.
St. George was a landed Irish artist
and a British Army officer who
fought on the battlefields all around
us in the Philadelphia Campaign.
The Museum is now telling his
fascinating story, but our lecture
and performance will give you an
inside look at both this exhibition
and at the man himself.
This special program features an
illustrated lecture by Matthew Skic,
the Museum s exhibition curator. It
will be followed by a theatrical retelling of St. George s life and
career written by Philadelphia
playwright Chris Braak and
performed by actor Seth Reichgott.

You can learn about the exhibition at
www.amrevmuseum.org. But be sure
to join us for a unique evening and a
new view of the Revolution. This
event will sell out, so return the form
and make your reservation soon!
Reception 6 pm
Lecture 7 pm
$45 per person
***
New in The Hall
Lately, our visitors are especially
enthusiastic about Joseph Pennock s
original tall clock in the first-floor
parlor. The beautiful walnut case has
undergone an intensive historic
evaluation
and restoration
at
Winterthur, under the supervision of
conservator Mark Anderson.
The clock works have also been
meticulously restored, and they now
strike the hour with the same chimes
heard by Primitive Hall s 18th century
inhabitants! We are thrilled to enrich
the Hall with this time-honored
colonial treasure.
We also have a new and elegant 18th
century gateleg table on view in the
upstairs center hall.

Tours and Visits
Our active docents have recently
welcomed several local nonprofit
organizations to the Hall for tours and
receptions, as well as individual tours.
For information about visiting the
Hall, go to www.primitivehall.org.
A Great Summer Concert
For the fifth year, balladeer Charlie
Zahm and fiddler Tad Marks played
under the trees in the Walnut Grove.
For their August 25th concert, we
welcomed over 100 guests who toured
the Hall and enjoyed perfect weather
and great music. Charlie and Tad will
be back next summer!
* * *
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Name__________________________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Phone______________________________Email______________________________
___I am a Pennock descendant

I would like to attend:

The Cost of Revolution
Lecture and Performance
Thursday, December 5, 2019
_____tickets @ $ 45 = ______

Enclosed is my contribution to help sustain and preserve the Hall:
$_______________________________

